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A – Issue : Climate Prediction Drift

Retrospective prediction ( hindcast ) affected by a
strong drift, need for a-posteriori bias correction
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B – Methodology

C – Temperature biases
SST bias in NoInit, forecast year1

 Model EC-Earth v.2.3: IFS with 62 vertical level and a
TL159 horizontal resolution for the atmosphere. NEMO
with ORCA1 configuration for the ocean. Sea-ice model
LIM2 directly embedded in NEMO. Coupler OASIS3
 The reanalyses used for initialization are NEMOVARORA_S4 for the ocean and the climatology of ERA40 and
ERA-Interim for the atmosphere
 Start dates every 2 years, 5 members, running for 5
years

Retrospective prediction with anomaly initialization

 Issue : Distinction between climate drift and climate signal aposteriori highly challenging with Full Field Initialisation (FFI)

 AI performed by adding the climatology of the model
to the observed anomalies for all ocean variables

 Hypothesis : If the model climate is stable (no drift), the
simulated variability is independent of the model mean state
within the range of current model biases and closer to the
observed variability than when mixed with the drift

 Compared to sister ensemble built from a 3-member
historical simulation until 2005 and the RCP4.5
projections afterwards = NoInit

 Testing the hypothesis : Allowing the climate model biases
but constraining the phase of the simulated variability toward
the contemporaneous observed one at the initialization time :
Anomaly Initialization (AI)
Can we obtain higher prediction skill with Anomaly
Initialization (AI) than with Full Field Initialization (FFI) ?

SST bias in AI, forecast year1

 The same radiative forcings are applied in AI, FFI and
NoInit. AI/FFI and NoInit only differ by the lack of
constraint of the simulated natural variability toward the
contemporaneous observed one in NoInit
 Observational data : For temperature, ERSST v3b
over seas, GHCN over land except north of 60°N where
GISTEMP is used

SST bias in FFI, forecast year1

Comparison skill scores AI / FI / NoInit

D – Drift
AMOC stream function
NoInit

FFI

AI

The bias of AI is similar to NoInit, cold in the central Pacific
and Atlantic and warm in the Southern hemisphere. In FFI
the bias is generally lower.

F – Skill in predicting temperature
Global mean Sea Surface Temperature

ACC AI-NoInit forecast year 1

The strong drift caused by FFI is avoided by AI, moreover the decadal variability is better reproduced by AI respect to FFI

ACC AI-FFI forecast year 1

E – Skill in predicting climate indices
RMSE for global T2M: NoInit, FFI
and AI

RMSE for AMO: NoInit, FFI
and AI

RMSE for the ocean heat
content: NoInit, FFI and AI

ACC AI-NoInit forecast year 2-5

The RMSE of the global T2m is lower than NoInit for AI + FFI during the 1 st forecast year. The RMSE of the AMOand the ocean heat
content is reduced through the whole forecast time (5 years). AI has a lower RMSE than FFI for the AMO but similar performance are
seen for global TOS and OHC.

Conclusions

ACC AI-FFI forecast year 2-5

 We aim at avoiding the model drift, by allowing the climate model bias but constraining the phase of the simulated variability toward the
contemporaneous observed one.
 FFI causes a strong drift and AI manages to better reproduce the decadal variability of the AMOC.
 RMSE of T2m is decresed during the 1st forecast year. RMSE of AMO and ocean heat content reduced through the 5 forecast years.
 AI improves the temperature skill for the 1 st forecast year in central and North Pacific + Atlantic and at high latitudes in Southern ocean.
Not significant improvements for years 2 to 5. Some improvements of AI over FFI at high latitudes but not significant.
 Work in progress : sea ice and ocean anomaly initialization.
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AI improves over NoInit skill during 1st forecast year in the central and North Pacific + Atlantic + at high
latitudes in Southern ocean. Improvements of AI over FFI for the 1 st forecast year and for years 2-5 at
high latitudes and not significant.

